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R&D Strength of Taishan  

Taishan Sports is the national advanced collective of light industry, the national mass sports advanced unit, the national manufacturing 
single champion demonstration enterprise, the national sports industry demonstration unit, the deputy director unit of the National 
Sporting Goods Standardization Technical Committee, the China Sports, Educational and Sporting Goods Association fitness and sports 
equipment specialty. Committee director unit. It has been awarded the first place among the top ten of China's light industry sporting 
goods industry for many years. Has many national research and development platforms such as "National Sports Goods Engineering 
Technology Research Center", "National Sports Goods Competitive Equipment Testing Laboratory", "National Industrial Design Center", 
"Postdoctoral Research Station", etc.Undertook 2 national science and technology support plans and 3 torch plans.
R&DTaishan Sports has participated in the formulation of more than 90 domestic and foreign industry standards, has nearly 1,000 full-
time and part-time R & D personnel, has obtained more than 1,000 domestic and foreign patents, and has more than 100 products that 
have passed the IAAF, FIG, FIBA Certification IJF，FIBA, WT, IWUF, FIFA. Relying on technologicalinnovation, Taishan Sports has 
grown from reaching international standards to leading international standards, and has grown into a world sports industry and human 
health standard-setting company, with more international voice.
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Weightlifting
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Weightlifting Stage

Weightlifting Platform

Model:  TQ1252 
Specification: 12000×10000×800mm 
Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multi layer plywood.
Features: The level can be adjusted, The size can be customized 
according to customer requirements.

Model: TQW0366
Specification: 4000×4000×80mm
Material: Ash
Features: This product is made of wood. The surface has been specially treated and 
has non-slip properties. It is made by splicing wood boards. The board and board 
are connected by double-headed screws, making it an organic whole.
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Weightlifting Stage for Training

Model: TQ1252/1 
Specification: 10000×10000×800mm
Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multilayer plywood.
Features: The level can be adjusted, The size can be customized 
according to customer requirements.

Weightlifting Platform for Training
( black rubber )

Model: TQ2283/7A  
Specification: 3000×3000×30mm 

Model: TQ2283/8A  
Specification: 3000×3000×40mm 

Model: TQ2283/2A  
Specification: 3000×3000×50mm 

Model: TQ2283/1A  
Specification: 3000×3000×80mm 

Material: Black Rubber
Features: This product can be inlaid in the wood 
floor, or fixed on the ground with iron frame.

Weightlifting Platform for Training
 ( colored rubber)

Model: TQ2283/7B
Specification: 3000×3000×30mm 

Model: TQ2283/8B
Specification: 3000×3000×40mm 

Model: TQ2283/2B
Specification: 3000×3000×50mm 

Model: TQ2283/1B
Specification: 3000×3000×80mm 

Material: Colored Rubber
Features: This product can be inlaid in the wood 
floor, or fixed on the ground with iron frame.
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Men's Competition Barbell

Model: TQW0225
Specification: 190kg
Material: High quality spring 
steel、Natural synthetic rubber.
Features: Colored Rubber

Women's Competition Barbell

Model: TQW0226
Specification: 185kg
Material: High quality spring 
steel、Natural synthetic rubber.
Features: Colored Rubber

Men's Competition
 Barbell Pole

Model: TQW0228.01
Specification: 20kg
Material: Superior high strength 
spring steel
Features: Surface treatment is 
non-slip, chrome.

Women's Competition 
Barbell Pole

Model: TQW0228.03
Specification: 15kg
Material: Superior high strength 
spring steel.
Features: Surface treatment is 
non-slip, chrome.

Competition Barbell Plates

Model: TQW0226.01-01     Specification: 5kg
             TQW0226.01-02                            2.5kg
             TQW0226.01-03                            2kg
             TQW0226.01-04                            1.5kg
             TQW0226.01-05                            1kg
             TQW0226.01-06                            0.5kg

Model: TQW0226.02-01     Specification: 25kg
             TQW0226.02-02                            20kg
             TQW0226.02-03                            15kg
             TQW0226.02-04                            10kg
 
Material: Ductile iron、Natural synthetic rubber
Features: Colored Rubber
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Weightlifting Platform for Training

Model: TQW0223/5A  
Specification:  3000×3000×50mm 

Model: TQW0223/8A  
Specification: 3000×3000×80mm 

Material: Ash、Black Rubber（customizable）
Features: This product can be inlaid in the wood 
floor, or fixed on the ground with iron frame.

Weightlifting Platform for Training

Model: TQW0223/5B
Specification: 3000×3000×50mm 

Model: TQW0223/8B
Specification: 3000×3000×80mm 

Material: Ash、Colored Rubber（customizable）
Features: This product can be inlaid in the wood 
floor, or fixed on the ground with iron frame.

New Type Training Weightlifting Platform

Model:  TQW0366/1 
Specification: 3000×3000×50mm 

Model: TQW0366/2 
Specification: 3000×3000×80mm
Material: Ash and Rubber
Features: The middle and corners of this product are made of wood. The surface is specially treated and 
has anti-slip properties.The place where the barbell falls is rubber plate.
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Men's Training Barbell Women's Training Barbell

Model: TQW0228
Specification: 185kg
Material: High quality spring 
steel、Natural synthetic rubber.
Features: Black Rubber

Men's Training Barbell Polel 

Model: TQW0228.02
Specification: 20kg
Material: High quality spring 
steel
Features: Surface treatment is 
non-slip, chrome

Women's Training Barbell Pole

Model: TQW0228.04
Specification: 15kg
Material: High quality spring steel
Features: Surface treatment is 
non-slip, chrome

Barbell Pole Rack

Model: TQ2260 
Specification: 1160×820×1210mm  
Material: High quality metal pipe
Features: Integral structure, high stability, easy to move.

Barbell Plates Rack

Model: TQ2254
Specification: 1900×530×430mm
Material: High quality metal pipe,、metal sheet
Features: The barbell plate rack is mainly composed 
of box and support rod, simple structure, easy to 
assemble, the whole is stable and firm.

Hand Push Barbell Rack

Model: TQ2261   
Specification: 1442×600×1165mm 
Material: High quality metal pipe、glass reinforced plastic
Features: This product is welded by round tube, oval tube and 
round steel Made with a magnesium cartridge, during training 
and competition, athletes can use the magnesium powder in 
the magnesium powder box to realize slip resistance.
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Support Racket

Model: TQ2262
Specification: 2000×2400×2470mm
Material: High quality metal pipe、Natural rubber plate
Features: Split-type structure, easy to disassemble and 
assemble, easy to pack and transport.

Training Type Barbell Plates

Model: TQW0226.03-01    Specification: 5kg
             TQW0226.03-02                           2.5kg
             TQW0226.03-03                           2kg
             TQW0226.03-04                           1.5kg
             TQW0226.03-05                           1kg
             TQW0226.03-06                           0.5kg

Model: TQW0226.04-01    Specification: 25kg
             TQW0226.04-02                          20kg
             TQW0226.04-03                          15kg
             TQW0226.04-04                          10kg

Material: Ductile iron, natural synthetic rubber 
Features: Black rubber.

Model: TQW0227
Specification: 190kg
Material: High quality spring 
steel、Natural synthetic rubber.
Features: Black Rubber
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Squat  Rack

Model: TQ2263/1
Specification: 570×455×（900-1150）mm（adjustable）
Material: High quality metal pipe、Ash、Rubber
Features: This product is adjustable squat frame with 
wheel, which is composed of steel welded bracket and 
wooden pier. Portable and suitable for professional 
weight training, but also for the gym and family.

Bench Press Rack

Model: TQ2251A   
Specification: 1800×1180×1288mm
Material: High quality metal pipe、PU leather、
Compression sponge, multilayer plywood.
Features: This product is a horizontal horizontal bench 
press rack, composed of welded steel pipe bracket and 
plate surface, suitable for professional weight lifting 
training.

Pull-up Rack

Model: TQ2264    
Specification: 1825×465×（810-1060）mm（adjustable）
Material: High quality metal pipe、PU leather、
Compression sponge, multilayer plywood.
Features: This product is a highly adjustable bench stand, 
mainly used for exercising the muscle strength and 
flexibility of waist and abdomen, and can be used as the 
auxiliary equipment for competition and training.

Handstand  Rack

Model: TQ2266
Specification: 1300×860×1914mm
Material: High quality metal pipe、PU leather、Sponge
Features: The ankle part of the product is a gear structure, 
easy to adjust; It can alleviate physical fatigue, improve 
balance ability, promote the brain blood supply, enhance 
memory; Can be used as the auxiliary equipment for 
competition and training.

1413

0.4M  Squat  Rack

Model: TQ2284A
Specification: 500×415×447mm
Material: High quality metal pipe、Ash、Rubber
Features: Strength and flexibility training for weight 
lifting.

Wooden Cushion

Model: TQW0233A
Specification: 300mm（two-layer）

Model: TQW0233B
Specification: 400mm（Three-layer）

Material: Ash / Rubber
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Magnesium Powder Box

Model: TQW0049
Specification:  900mm
Material: Painted iron base, FRP box 
Features: For magnesium powder

Rosin Box

Model: TQ2267
Specification: 450×450×50mm
Material: Pine, multilayer plywood
Features: Rosin or magnesium powder in it, It is used 
by athletes to wipe the bottom of their feet to prevent 
skidding.

1615

Folding Massage Bed

Model: TQW0376
Specification: 1860×600×（480-720）mm,headrest: 
270mm,  The armrest width: 100mm
Material: PVC leather, high density sponge, high 
strength aluminum alloy frame, strong and durable. 
Features: Easy folding and storage.

Magnesium Powder Box (with wheel)

Model: TQ2268
Specification: 454×460×（850-1050）mm
Material: High quality metal pipe, glass reinforced plastic box
Features: Adjustable height, with wheel, easy to move.

Squat  Rack

Model: TQ2296/1
Specification: 1300×600×900mm
Material: High quality metal pipe,、Rubber sheet 
Features: This product is suitable for professional 
weightlifting training, mainly for the squat movement 
exercise, and it is a comprehensive equipment which 
can be placed at the bottom of the barbell.

Barbell Lifter

Model: TQ2293
Specification: 1035×1230×751mm
Material: High quality metal pipe, nylon wheel 
Features: This product is an auxiliary equipment 
for weight lifting competition and training. Its main 
function is to raise the pole so that the barbell can be 
replaced easily.
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Weighlifting Belt

Model: TQW0220   
Specification: 900-1300mm   
Material: High quality cowhide

Model: TQW0220/1

Weightlifting Belt

Weight-bearing Vest

Model: TQW0357-01        Specification:  5kg
             TQW0357-02                                10kg
             TQW0357-03                                 20kg
Material: Oxford fabric 
Features: Double inner bag, no leakage. Used for 
weight-bearing exercise to enhance explosive power.

1817

Weightlifting Costume

Model: TQW0219
Specification: S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL/4XL   
Color: Blue / Red
Material :  80% nylon,  20% spandex, 
meet the requirements of the domestic 
competition. Men and women design 
differently.

Weighlifting  Shoes

Model: TQW0221
Color: Grey、White

Weight Control Clothing

Model: TQW0054
Specification:  S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL/4XL  
Color: Black / Silver
Material: PU knitted transfer film, airtight,
weight loss for athletes and obese people

Man  Woman

Model: TQW0249/1
Material: High quality cowhide

Cowhide Tension Band

Weighlifting Tension Belt

Model: TQW0249
Material: Made of pure cotton cloth
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2019

Model: TQW0358

Cowhide Bracers

Bracers

Model: TQW0360

Electroplating Hand Bell

Model: TQW0361
Specification: 10/15/20/25/30/35/40kg
Features: The handle is made of round steel machined，
The plates is Cast iron and collapsible Self-assembled 
weight, can be used to exercise muscle strength of arm, 
waist and abdominal.

Soak Plastic Hand Bell

Model: TQW0362
Features: The handle is made of round steel machined 
and the plates bell is collapsible, it is made of casting 
and environmental protection neoprene Rubber. Used to 
exercise arm muscles, abdominal muscles and other parts.

Plastic Coated Dumbbell

Model: TQW0362/1
Specification: 1-10kg（Per 1kg increase）
Material: Hexagon type scrub impregnated dumbbell 
Features: Can be used to exercise the arm, waist, body 
shaping and so on.

Round Heads With Plastic Dumbbells

Model: TQW0363
Specification:  2.5/5/7.5/10/12.5/15...40/42.5/45/47.5/50kg
（per 2.5kg increasing）
Material: PU adhesive

Coated Kettle Bell

Model: TQW0224
Specification: 4/8/12/16/20/24/28/32/36/40kg
                       5/10/15/20/25/30/35/40/45/50kg
Material: Cast iron, spray paint

Soak Plastic Kettle Bell

Model: TQW0364
Specification: 2/4/6/8/10/12/16/20kg
Features: It can be used for various exercises such 
as pushing, lifting, lifting, throwing and squatting 
when doing fitness exercises.

Hex - type  Rubber  Dumbbells

Model: TQW0362/2
Specification: 2.5/5/7.5/10/12.5/15...40/42.5/45/47.5/50kg
（per 2.5kg increasing）
Features: Can be used to exercise the arm, waist, body 
shaping and so on.
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Wrestling
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Wrestling Mats
( competition type, Square)

Model: TQ1519  
Specification: 12000×12000×60mm
Material: The cover sheet is made of PVC woven 
fabric, using high-frequency heat-sealing process, 
and the flexible layer is heat-sealed structure of 
XPE, sponge, and two-faced plush cloth.

Wrestling Mats
(competition type, Octagon)

Model: TQ1533
Specification: 12000×12000×60mm
Material: The cover sheet is made of PVC woven 
fabric, using high-frequency heat-sealing process, 
and the flexible layer is heat-sealed structure of 
XPE, sponge, and two-faced plush cloth..

Wrestling Mats  ( training type, square)

Model: TQ2505  
Specification: 12000×12000×50mm
Material: The cover sheet is made of PVC woven 
fabric, using high-frequency heat-sealing process, and 
the flexible layer is heat-sealed structure of XPE and 
two-faced plush cloth.

Wrestling Mats  (training type, octagon)

Model:  TQ2509
Specification: 12000×12000×50mm
Material: The cover sheet is made of PVC woven 
fabric, using high-frequency heat-sealing process, and 
the flexible layer is heat-sealed structure of XPE and 
two-faced plush cloth.

UWW Certificate

2423

UWW Certificate
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Wrestling High Platform

Model: TQ1265
Specification: 42000×12000×800mm (can be customized)

Model: TQ1265/1
Specification: 32000×16000×800mm (can be customized)

Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multilayer 
plywood
Features: The high platform adopts unit structure, the 
horizontal direction can be adjusted, easy to disassemble 
and install, the specification can be customized according 
to customer requirements.

2625

Wrestling Traget

Model: TQ2550/1 (Leather)         Specification: 20kg
             TQ2550/2 (Leather)                                30kg
             TQ2550/3 (Leather)                                40kg
             TQ2550/4 (Leather)                                50kg
             TQ2550/5 (Leather)                                60kg
             TQ2550/6 (Leather)                                70kg

             TQ2550/A1 (PVC Leather)                    20kg  
             TQ2550/A2 (PVC Leather)                    30kg
             TQ2550/A3 (PVC Leather)                    40kg
             TQ2550/A4 (PVC Leather)                    50kg
             TQ2550/A5 (PVC Leather)                    60kg
             TQ2550/A6 (PVC Leather)                    70kg
 
Material: Various specifications available, anti-wear surface 
layer, seiko sewing, filled with high quality steel sand and 
broken sponge, better elasticity, longer service life.

Wrestling Dummy

Model: TQ2551/1 (Leather)           Specification: 20kg
             TQ2551/2 (Leather)                                  30kg
             TQ2551/3 (Leather)                                  40kg
             TQ2551/4 (Leather)                                  50kg
             TQ2551/5 (Leather)                                  60kg
             TQ2551/6 (Leather)                                  70kg

             TQ2552/1 (PVC Leather)                         20kg  
             TQ2552/2 (PVC Leather)                         30kg
             TQ2552/3 (PVC Leather)                         40kg
             TQ2552/4 (PVC Leather)                         50kg
             TQ2552/5 (PVC Leather)                         60kg
             TQ2552/6 (PVC Leather)                         70kg

Material: Various specifications available, anti-wear surface 
layer, seiko sewing, filled with high quality steel sand and 
broken sponge, better elasticity, longer service life.
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Wrestling Costume

Model: TQW0186
Specification: S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL/4XL 
Color: Blue / Red
Material: 80% nylon, 20% spandex, meeting 
domestic competition requirements. There is a 
difference in style and design between men and 
women.

Wrestling Shoes

Model: TQW0187
Specification: 35-45#
Color: Red
Features: Upgrade all-round sports experience, The 
shoes surface is formed by advanced all-in-one 
weaving technology, Greatly enhance the comfort 
and permeability of wearing; The insole adopts 
nanometer deodorization and waterproof technology 
to keep the shoes fresh and dry for a long time. The 
rubber sole adopts the anti-slip formula of wrestling 
shoes, which greatly enhances the grasping of the 
ground. The appearance is more trendy, leading the 
fashion trend of wrestling shoes.

2827

Chinese Wrestling Suit

Model: TQW0186/1
Specification:  S/M/L/XL/2XL
Color: Red、blue、white
Material: Jacket: the outer layer is pure cotton 
cloth, the inner layer is needle-stick, cross-stitch, 
each small grid about 1 cm, The trousers are pure 
cotton. You can wear both the front and back of 
your jacket and pants, and distinguish between 
blue and red.

Weight Control Suit

Model: TQW0054
Specification:  S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL/4XL 
Color: Black / Silver 
Material: PU knitted transfer film, airtight, which 
is beneficial for athletes and obese people to lose 
weight

Man

Woman
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Weighing Scale

Model: TQW0066
Specification: Maximum weighing 200kg, accuracy 0.01kg.

Wrestling Clock

Model: TQ1268  
Specification: 636×550×1800mm
Material: High-quality steel pipe, casters adopt standard 
caster with lock, which can be locked and fixed when in use.

Referee Station

Model: TQ1270
Specification:  4000×4000×300mm
Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multilayer 
plywood
Features: Adjustable horizontal direction, can be 
customized according to customer requirements.
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Technical Officials Station

Model: TQ1269   
Specification: 16000×4000×500mm
Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multilayer 
plywood
Features: The horizontal direction can be adjusted, 
and the size can be customized according to customer 
requirements.
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Judo
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Judo Mat (competition type)

Model: TQ1520
Specification: 18000×18000×50mm; Competition area: 10000×10000mm
Color: Red、yellow
Material: Surface is yellow and red judo leather (PVC polyvinyl chloride leather); the upper layer is high-quality 
compressed sponge which has good absorbing effect and can protect the athletes from hurting. The fibre board layer in the 
middle can prevent deformation brought by expansion and contraction. The lower layer is XPE foam material with good 
cushioning effect. The bottom layer has anti-slip base.

3433

Judo Mat (competition type)

Model: TQ1520A
Specification: 18000×18000×50mm;  Competition area: 10000×10000mm
Color: Red、yellow
Material: Surface is yellow and red judo leather (PVC polyvinyl chloride leather); the upper layer is high-quality 
compressed sponge which has good absorbing effect and can protect the athletes from hurting. The fibre board layer in the 
middle can prevent deformation brought by expansion and contraction. The fibre board layer in the middle can prevent 
deformation  brought by expansion and contraction. The bottom layer has anti-slip base.

IJF Certificate IJF Certificate
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Judo Platform

Model: TQ1262A
Specification: 38000×22000×800mm (can be customized)
Material: High quality welded steel pipe, multiply plywood. 
Features: Constituted by unit,level can be adjusted, easy to 
disassemble and install.
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Judo Mat (training type)

Model: TQ2520
Specification: 18000×18000×50mm
Material: The surface is yellow and red Judo leather (PVC 
polyvinyl chloride leather);The upper layer is high-quality 
compressed sponge which has good absorbing effect and can 
protect the athlete from hurting. The fibre board layer in the 
middle can prevent deformation brought by expansion and 
contraction. The lower layer is XPE foam material with good 
cushioning effect. The bottom XPE layer is embossed to achieve 
the purpose of anti-skid.

Judo Mats (training type)

Model: TQ2511
Specification: 14000×14000×40mm
Material: The surface is yellow and red judo leather (PVC 
polyvinyl chloride leather);The upper layer is high-quality 
compressed sponge which has good absorbing effect and can 
protect the athlete from hurting. The fibre board layer in the 
middle can prevent deformation brought by expansion and 
contraction. The lower layer is compressed foam material with 
good cushioning effect. The bottom layer has anti-slip base.

IJF Certificate
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Judo Target

Model: TQ2557/1  (Leather)         Specification: 20kg
             TQ2557/2  (Leather)                                30kg
             TQ2557/3  (Leather)                                40kg
             TQ2557/4  (Leather)                                50kg
             TQ2557/5  (Leather)                                60kg
             TQ2557/6  (Leather)                                70kg

             TQ2557/A1 (PVC Leather)                      20kg  
             TQ2557/A2 (PVC Leather)                      30kg
             TQ2557/A3 (PVC Leather)                      40kg
             TQ2557/A4 (PVC Leather)                      50kg
             TQ2557/A5  (PVC Leather)                     60kg
             TQ2557/A6 (PVC Leather)                      70kg

Material: Multiple specifications option, anti-wear surface 
layer, sewn sewing thread, excellent filling steel grit and 
broken sponges , better elasticity and longer service life.

Judo Dummy

Model: TQ2558/1  (Leather)        Specification: 20kg
            TQ2558/2  (Leather)                               30kg
            TQ2558/3  (Leather)                               40kg
            TQ2558/4  (Leather)                               50kg
            TQ2558/5  (Leather)                               60kg
            TQ2558/6  (Leather)                               70kg

            TQ2553/1  (PVC Leather)                      20kg  
            TQ2553/2  (PVC Leather)                      30kg
            TQ2553/3  (PVC Leather)                      40kg
            TQ2553/4  (PVC Leather)                      50kg
            TQ2553/5  (PVC Leather)                      60kg
            TQ2553/6  (PVC Leather)                      70kg

Material: Multiple specifications option, anti-wear surface 
layer, sewn sewing thread, excellent filling steel grit and 
broken sponges , better elasticity and longer service life.

Judogi (competition type)

Model: TQW0188
Specification:  0#/1#/1.5#/……4.5#/5#
Color: Blue / White
Material: 70% cotton, 30% polyester, woven, 750 grams 
per square meter, one whole set includes tops, pants, belts. 
Satisfy competition standard can be used for international 
competition.

Judogi (training type)

Model: TQW0188A
Specification: 0#/1#/1.5#/……4.5#/5#
Color: Blue / White
Material: 100% cotton, woven, shrinkage ≤ 1%, 1000 
grams per square meter, one whole set includes top, Pants, 
belts. Satisfy competition standard.

IJF Certificate
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Referee Chair

Model: TQW0388

Judo Scoreboard

Model: TSF1001

Judogi Tester

Model: TQW0387
Climbing Rope

Model: TQ2554
Specification:  φ50×5000mm
Material: High-quality white cotton cloth (same material as 
judogi) to cover the hemp rope, stainless steel safety buckles 
at both ends.
Features: Surface is comfortable and non-slip.

Climbing Belt

Model:  TQ2555
Specification: 5000×300mm
Material: High-quality white cotton cloth (same material as 
judogi) to cover the hemp rope, stainless steel safety buckles 
at one side ends.Specification: Surface is comfortable and 
non-slip.

4039




